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“Everyone interested in creating a sustainable society should have a copy of The
California Naturalist Handbook.”—Paul R. Ehrlich, co-author of The Dominant Animal
“The California Naturalist Handbook helps build essential naturalist skills. This
book will help you look deeper, see more, understand what you find, and ask more
profound questions as you explore California.”—John Muir Laws, author of The Laws
Guide to the Sierra Nevada
“The California Naturalist Handbook is the new, go-to reference for any question about
the nature of the state, its energy resources, land management and environmental
concerns.”—Rich Stallcup, author of California Traveler Birds of California
“This is a dangerous book. If you start reading it, you may find yourself having the
uncontrollable desire to study the insects in your backyard, examine the rocks in a
local roadcut, or look for frogs along a mountain stream.”—Peter Moyle, author of
Fishes: An Enthusiast’s Guide
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The California Naturalist Handbook provides a fun, science-based introduction to California’s
natural history with an emphasis on observation, discovery, communication, stewardship and
conservation. It is a hands-on guide to learning about the natural environment of California.
Subjects covered include California natural history and geology, native plants and animals,
California’s freshwater resources and ecosystems, forest and rangeland resources, conservation
biology, and the effects of global warming on California’s natural communities. The Handbook
also discusses how to create and use a field notebook, natural resource interpretation, citizen
science, and collaborative conservation and serves as the primary text for the California
Naturalist Program.
Greg de Nevers is a botanist and naturalist with years of experience observing nature
and sharing it with others through writing and teaching. Deborah Stanger Edelman cofounded the California Naturalist Program and has over 20 years experience developing
resource conservation and education programs. Adina Merenlender is a Cooperative
Extension Specialist at University of California, Berkeley and is an internationally
recognized conservation biologist working on environmental problem-solving at the
landscape-scale.
280 pp. 6 x 9
Illustrations: 40 color illustrations, 20 b/w photographs, 3 line illustrations, 5 maps
978-0-520-27480-8 $34.95/£24.95 Paper
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